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Editorial
- Who updates the antivirus of Persian language?

Articles
- Sarmageen, Sarnegoonson, Negoonsar, Negoosar / Seyyed Mohammad Dabirsiagi
- Safine-ye Noohi / Naqib Mortazavi
- Critical editing of a distorsion in Munsha’at-e Khāqānī / Sa’ed Mahdavi
- Hafiz and Jalal-e Tahbī: Fabādat-ī Khābāna / Fārsad Zade Hābānī
- The importance of an antique Georgian (translation of Anvar-e Soverfi) for textual criticism of its original version / Tārashgahi (Georgia)
- Another version of apocryphal odes of Rūdākī / Ebrāhīm Shavārdeh Moqaddam
- Some propositions to be mentioned in textual criticism of Ṣarhdun-al-Balaghā / Marjūd Mansouri

Varia
- Letters from Pakistan-1 / Arif Nawshish (Pakistan)
- An Iranian proverb in Dakhkhoda’s Ansāl-e Hekam / Vahid Sabzilyapour
- Hezār nokte-ye bārīk (Thousand of fine points)-1 / Seyyed Abdol-Reza Moussavi Tabar
- Firdowsī dar tanooor (Firdowsī in oven) / Sa’adād Ayandoust
- A point on a verse in Shahāmeh / Vahid Sabzilyapour

Notes about previously published articles
- On “Does Shahīmah have 900 weak verses?” by S. Ayandoust / Arefzad Kabadi
- On “Bani-Adam a ‘zayē yekdigaran” by Abdol-Reza Moussavi Tabar / Arefzad Kabadi
- On “Ze galvārēh tā goor dānesh bejoo” by S. M. Dabirsiyāvi / Mohammadreza Tahiri

Iran in Ottoman texts and studies
- An introduction to facsimile edition of Shuja’atnameh by Dāl Muhammad Chalabi / Nooshād Sāfei

Codicology
- Rare manuscripts from Leiden University-2 / Jeroen Larreer (Netherlands)
- Representing two shi‘i religious documents / Omid Reza Dary

Proposals for research and editing
- Manuscripts worthy of critical editing
- Research subjects
Review and criticism
- Mazārat-e Khoy (Khoy’s Tombs) / Seyyed Mohammad Moqaddam
- About new edition of Rowzeh-ye Khodā / Seyyed Mohammad Ahmad Darbanī
- A review on “Mowqoufat-e Safavi” by Nozhat Ahmadi / Mir Mohammad Ali

Newly published books and Journals
- Mawlawi Rumi Review / Maflul-e-din Keyvār
- Māhsūs namah (Essays in honour and memorial of Mohamad amin Riahi) / Akbar Bahār
- The Catalogue of the scribes of the Manuscripts of Central Library and Documentation Center of Tehran University / Ali Safaiey
- Ma’raj-e-nagāri (ascensionography in manuscripts and popular paintings) / Shahrouz Mohajer
- Bayān-ol-adyān / Mofteh Zaheri
- Rahat-e ba’ad az ranj (The relief after sorrow) / Mas’oud Farhad

Biography
- A historical index of publications in Yazd province / Hoseyn Ma’zour

Letters
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